PA by Day,
Paranormal Investigator
by Night
BY ASHLEY KENT

HEN MICHAEL LOGUE, MD, FIRST MET PA MARY BETHUNE

about four years ago, he knew there was something special about
her. He just couldn’t quite put his finger on what it was. At the
time, Bethune was going through the tragic, sudden loss of
her husband from pancreatic cancer. Unbeknownst to Logue,
Bethune had had a premonition almost a year earlier that her
husband was going to die.
“The Christmas before, we had to put his dog down,” Bethune
said. “He loved that dog. He was crying after they took her body
away. And I just had this deep—I don’t know how to describe
it—just kind of a knowing that took over me, and the thought
was this man is going to be dead before Christmas next year. And
he died the following November.”
Bethune has had experiences like this her entire life, even predicting her grandmother’s death and dreaming of her funeral. “I
just have always known things before they were going to happen,”
said Bethune, who has been a PA for 15 years and works in the
urgent care clinic at Group Health Medical Center in Silverdale,
Wash.
As an adult, her interest in the unknown grew, and Bethune
learned that she had a special ability not only to predict events
but also to communicate with spirits. In October 2009, she and
six friends founded the Olympic Peninsula Paranormal Society.
The group conducts an average of two paranormal investigations
each month in the Washington area. They don’t charge for their
work, which involves a great deal of technology and science, according to Bethune.
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“We’ll have people contact us and say, ‘I think my place is
haunted,’ or ‘I think I have a spirit in the house,’ or ‘I’m not sure
what is going on,’ ” she said. “Normally what I’ll do is call them
and set up an interview and find out what their experience is,
what’s going on in the home. At that point, I’ll find out from the
family what their expectations are.” She said that most people
just want to understand what is going on in their home, and
only one client has actually asked to be referred to a medium to
remove the spirit.
Bethune is quick to note that her team does not perform séances or exorcisms or use tools like Ouija boards. “We try to keep
with a really scientific way of doing our work. We have protocols
that we follow,” she said.

“It’s Not ‘Ghostbusters’ ”
After the initial interview with the family or business owner and
a thorough historical assessment of the property, the team sets
up its equipment, which includes digital audio recorders, fullspectrum cameras (which pick up energy fields that a regular

camera can’t), electromagnetic field meters and even something
called a “ghost box,” which Bethune said is a cutting-edge tool
in the paranormal field.
“It’s a device that enables the reception. So you have the radio signal, and the sweep is going the whole time, and the idea
is that the spirits can utilize this energy, the sweep fragments,
to communicate through the box. The theory behind spirits is
that we’re all energy. I do believe that when you pass, we are all
energy, and I don’t believe we just stop existing.”
Bethune continued, “We have a little command center, and
someone sits there and watches all the video and audio and
keeps in contact with all the team members through walkietalkies. And we’ll team up and we’ll go into the areas, and we’ll
do what we call an EVP session, which is an electronic voice
phenomena session, and try to contact spirits.”
Bethune and her team move to the various “hot spots” in the
home, which are places where family members have reported
occurrences or locations where Bethune senses they need to go
next. She said the use of technology is important because some-
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PHOTOS BY MIKE KANE

The Walker-Ames House, where visitors have reported seeing
ghosts, is a historic Queen Anne style Victorian home (far left)
overlooking Puget Sound in Port Gamble, Wash. PA Mary Bethune,
(center) co-founder of Olympic Peninsula Paranormal Society,
stands in the kitchen of the house during a recent paranormal
investigation. Bethune as seen through the LED screen of a full
spectrum camcorder (above).
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OPPS members
gather in a temporary command
center set up for
the investigation.

times it picks up communications that the team overlooks. “A lot
of times you don’t hear them say, ‘My name is Joe,’ but when you
go back and listen to the recording, you can hear it.”
Sometimes the spirits aren’t so welcoming. “I will either hear
in real time or in an audio review ‘Get out’ or ‘Leave.’ Sometimes
we will get a recorded change in temperature—it gets really
cold—or I may feel dizzy or nauseated, or either very tense or
more of a feeling of negativity in the area.” Bethune also said
she and other team members have been physically touched by
spirits, though not in a threatening way. “If they want us to leave,
we do!” she said.
In most circumstances, the team is able to finish its investigation and take the evidence back for review. “We always try
to debunk stuff first—meaning, what could have caused this in
the real world? Was it a light outside? Was it the creaking of the
house? We try to debunk everything and say if it’s not this, this
and this, then what we have is something that’s not in this realm.”
The group then compiles all the evidence, hands it over to
the client and, with the client’s permission, publishes the most
compelling evidence online.
“It’s not like ‘Ghostbusters,’ which was originally kind of what
I thought,” said Logue, her supervising physician. “It’s a lot more
valid.”

The Study of Consciousness
According to the Parapsychological Association, an affiliate organization of the American Association for the Advancement of
Science, the field of parapsychology is the study of three kinds
of events: extrasensory perception, mind-matter interaction and
survival.
“This is work that gets published in significant journals. It’s
done under conditions of extreme rigor. Parapsychology actually
uses things like double-blind protocols much more than other
disciplines do,” said Stephan A. Schwartz, spokesperson for the
Parapsychological Association and senior Samueli fellow for
brain, mind and healing at the Samueli Institute in Alexandria,
Va.
Schwartz said the field directly affects medicine and that
medical professionals around the world are conducting studies on topics such as reincarnation and near death experiences.
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Research in the field of quantum physics has explored the idea
that consciousness can be found outside the space-time realm.
“Until quite recently, the idea of consciousness as a particular
quality didn’t really exist. It made people very uncomfortable.
They wanted to think of the mind as something that resulted
from biochemical processes inside the brain,” Schwartz explained. “But over the last 30 years, evidence has accumulated
and been published in dozens of journals in fields as widely separated as physics and medicine that demonstrate experimentally
that in fact there is an aspect of consciousness which can open to
a domain which is outside space-time. Whether it’s the quantum
domain or not isn’t clear yet.”
Schwartz called paranormal investigations “a related but parallel universe” to the study of parapsychology. He urges medical
professionals with an interest in parapsychological research to
study peer-reviewed literature.

Ghosts, Grief and Your Gut
Although Bethune, 56, is open about her hobby with co-workers,
she never talks about it with her patients. But that’s not to say
that her patients don’t notice that she has a unique ability to see
beyond their obvious symptoms.
“We see a lot of patients in distress in urgent care, and a lot
of that has to do with the things that they don’t tell us about. She
seems to be very sensitive to a lot of that,” said Logue. “I think it
surprises patients. It surprises me that she has that level of perception. I think that’s something we all wish we had. And it certainly
enhances the quality of her care.”
Bethune said she’s even used
her abilities to save lives. On one
occasion, when she was working in
an ER, a 20-year-old female patient
came in who was overweight and
complaining of shortness of breath.
“Her heart rate was a little
tachycardiac, but other than that,
she didn’t look ill or in crisis. Then
this thing came over me, that this
lady has a blood clot in her lungs.
This was before we had blood tests

Scott Power, OPPS tech manager,
watches the video and audio
monitors in the command center.
An infrared video camera set on a
tripod records an empty room.

to tell, so I ordered a V/Q scan. The radiologist was not happy. He said
that I didn’t have enough evidence to do this test.” But Bethune insisted,
and the scan revealed multiple blood clots in the woman’s lungs. “She
would have died. I’m glad I listened,” she said.
Bethune, who was an RN for 19 years before becoming a PA, has also
seen spirits at work and has had instances where electricity was lost at
the exact moment of a patient’s death. Despite her strong belief, she
knows there are still many skeptics out there. She urges them to explore
the science behind it all.
She hopes someday to be able to use her abilities, and her own
experience of losing a spouse, in a clinical setting as a certified grief
counselor helping those who are struggling with how to cope with para-

normal experiences involving deceased loved ones.
While she acknowledges that her hobby of communicating with
the dead is not for everyone, Bethune believes most people can benefit
from paying closer attention to their intuition. “I’ve heard people say,
‘I should have listened to myself. I knew that was going to happen,’ ”
she said. “I think everybody has that ability to some degree. It’s whether
you can tap into it.”
PA

“It surprises me
that she has that
level of perception.
I think that’s
something we
all wish we had.
And it certainly
enhances the
quality of her
care,” Logue said.
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